Corporate Governance
& Compliance
Our team acts as trusted advisor to many
of the firm’s corporate clients on corporate
governance matters, providing strategic
advice and guidance. The dedicated
corporate lawyers and specialist chartered
secretaries on the team assist companies
and their boards in implementing sound
corporate governance practices and
procedures and provide accessible and
commercially focused advice on complex
company law matters.
The legal and company secretarial advice
provided by our team is integrated and
extensive. The lawyers and chartered
secretaries work closely together to provide
governance and compliance advice and
assistance that is comprehensive and
relevant throughout a company’s life-cycle.

Our Expertise
Our integrated and extensive services include:
●●

Company formations

●●

Annual compliance

●●

Company law advice

●●

Directors’ duties and board training

●●

Designing and implementing group
restructuring projects

●●

Company dissolutions
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●●
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●●

Citrix
Fujitsu
I-RES REIT
Liberty Insurance
Louis Vuitton
Monster Energy
Pricespy
Cerner

About Us
●●
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●●
●●
●●

Mylan
Symantec
Oath
Odeon
Shred-it
West Pharmaceuticals
Furla
Zadig & Voltaire

Mason Hayes & Curran LLP is a business law firm
with 95 partners and offices in Dublin, London, New
York and San Francisco.
Our legal services are grounded in deep expertise
and informed by practical experience. We tailor
our advice to our clients’ business and strategic
objectives, giving them clear recommendations.
This allows clients to make good, informed
decisions and to anticipate and successfully
navigate even the most complex matters.
Our service is award-winning and innovative.
This approach is how we make a valuable and
practical contribution to each client’s objectives.

What Others Say About Us

Recent Awards

Our Corporate Team
Renowned for “knowledge and responsiveness”.
Legal 500, 2020
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